
Best Minecraft Server Hosting
 

Searching for good Minecraft server hosting that might lastly just work and never drop

players left and proper? You’re in the right place!
 

On this comparability, we have a look at eight of the perfect Minecraft server hosting options

on the market. We inform you all about them, record their options, and tell you what they’re

going to cost you (there are free options as properly).
 

But first:
 

What to Search for in Greatest Minecraft Server Hosting
 

Before you buy any Minecraft internet hosting, you must understand what makes some

suppliers higher than others. After all, you don’t need to get disenchanted after realizing that

your host can’t do something that’s necessary for the way you like to play the sport.
 

Here’s what to look out for:
 

- Good connection parameters - excessive efficiency, with low latency/ping, and good uptime.

When your connection drops, it’s the most annoying thing ever. To avoid that, you want to

get a server that has ample RAM and processing power. It’s easy - the extra players you

want to welcome at the identical time, the more highly effective the server needs to be. 

 

- A number of gamers allowed at the identical time - Don’t get any internet hosting setup that

can handle lower than 10 players. 

 

- Sport servers in the appropriate places - When signing up for Minecraft server hosting, you

want to go together with the company that has servers which might be close to your

geographical location - ideally in your nation. This can make the connection faster. 

 

- Mods allowed and included -Minecraft loves mods! Your server must not only allow them

however presumably also come with a few of the most well-liked mods already included. 

 

- Simple or immediate setup - Servers will be sophisticated, and coping with them can

generally require specialized data. This isn't always the case, though. Work with a internet

hosting firm that makes getting started so simple as possible. Preferably, you need to simply

be able to enroll and start your recreation instantly. 

 

- Contract length - This is something that you just may not realize at first, but it surely is

absolutely necessary. Some hosts will want you to pay for 4 years upfront. This isn't

unhealthy if you're certainly planning to stay with the host lengthy-term. However for shorter-

term tasks, look for hosts with month-to-month payments. 

 



- DDoS safety - DDoS is the most common sort of assault on web servers. It happens when

a malicious get together starts making a huge variety of connection attempts to your server in

a really short period of time. If there are too many such connections, the server crashes. Why

would anyone do this? Beats us. But it surely does occur, especially in gaming. A very good

server will protect you in opposition to DDoS assaults. 

 

 

The next internet hosting corporations all deliver on the features listed above. Let’s get the

listing going:
 

1. Hostinger
 

- Worth: from $6.95/month 

 

- Free trial: No 

 

- Players: 70 

 

- Control panel: Multicraft 

 

- DDoS protection: Yes 

 

- RAM: 2 GB 

 

- Mods allowed: Sure 

 

- Immediate setup: Sure 

 

 

Hostinger is without doubt one of the leaders within the internet hosting trade general. You

can provide them a shot not solely in the event you want a Minecraft server, but in addition

website hosting, e mail, cloud hosting, dedicated servers, or WordPress internet hosting.
 

Their Minecraft plans deliver on all of the must-have options like immediate setup, DDoS

protection, and good server hardware (working Intel Xeon processors and SSD drives with 2

GB of RAM and up).
 

Hostinger additionally lets you install any modpack you want, and so they help customized

JAR information as effectively. In the end, this allows you to play the game as you need it.
 

On prime of that, you can pick from 4 server locations when signing up: US, UK, the

Netherlands, and Singapore.
 

Hostinger offers their Minecraft server hosting from $6.Ninety five a month, but you do must



conform to a four-12 months contract and pay for the entire thing upfront. If you want to pay

month-to-month, that’s $8.95.
 

For that value, you get every part talked about above, 2 GB of RAM, and as much as 70

players on the server. There are increased-tier plans available if you need extra power.
 

Visit Hostinger to study more
 

2. Nodecraft
 

- Worth: from $9.98/month 

 

- Free trial: Sure 

 

- Players: Limitless 

 

- Management panel: NodePanel 2 

 

- DDoS protection: Sure 

 

- RAM: 2 GB 

 

- Mods allowed: Yes 

 

- Immediate setup: Yes 

 

 

Nodecraft is a platform goal-built for online gaming. You won’t discover normal hosting with

them, no electronic mail hosting, no cloud hosting, or anything like that. It is a internet hosting

supplier for players. Interval.
 

This laser focus of theirs allows for extremely-optimized machines which can be ready to

handle the distinctive necessities of on-line gaming. Talking of which, Nodecraft gives setups

for a lot of the popular titles - Minecraft is one of them.
 

The platform provides you one-click on installs for vanilla and modded Minecraft (Forge,

Spigot, Sponge), good server parameters (from 2 GB of RAM up, stable-state drives)

limitless players, and also the ability to swap games should you ever really feel like it.
 

Nodecraft has data centers all across the globe: the US, South Africa, Europe, and Asia-

Pacific.
 

The costs at Nodecraft begin from $9.98 a month. For that value, you get 2 GB of RAM, 10

GB of disk house, 2o GB of backups, and unlimited participant slots.
 



Nevertheless, this cheapest setup just isn't the beneficial one if you wish to be sure that your

recreation sessions go smoothly. Specifically, Nodecraft wants you to choose their $19.98

Keelo plan for taking part in Minecraft.
 

The good news, although, is that the plans are billed monthly. Plus, if you’re lucky, you'll be

able to encounter promos that often lower the price in half (like when we signed up for our

server).
 

Visit Nodecraft to study more
 

3. Apex Hosting
 

- Worth: from $7.49/month 

 

- Free trial: No 

 

- Players: Limitless 

 

- Control panel: Multicraft 2.Zero 

 

- DDoS safety: Yes 

 

- RAM: 2 GB 

 

- Mods allowed: Yes (not on the most affordable plan) 

 

- Immediate setup: Sure 

 

 

Apex Hosting is considered one of the highest-rated Minecraft server hosting firms out there.

Customers respect the reliability and options that the platform brings to the desk.
 

You’ll find all the “must-haves” in Apex’s providing, akin to help for mods and plugins, one-

click installers, low latency, good hardware (with FTP and MySQL database entry). Plus,

there are also some extra distinctive features which you can take advantage of.
 

As an example, Apex comes with a built-in donation plugin, which helps you fund your server

with your players’ assist. Apex can be able to host any model of the sport you would possibly

want to take pleasure in, like Minecraft Bedrock or Java editions.
 

The prices at Apex Internet hosting start from $7.49 a month (for the primary month) and

$9.Ninety nine after that. You’re billed monthly.
 

For that worth, you get 2 GB of RAM, unlimited participant slots, a 7-day cash-again assure,



automated backups, on the spot setup, DDoS protection, and you'll decide from 19 server

areas around the globe.
 

The upper-tier plans are effectively-balanced and offer gradual upgrades for fairly greater

charges.
 

Visit Apex Hosting to learn extra
 

4. ScalaCube
 

- Price: from $2.50/month 

 

- Free trial: No 

 

- Gamers: 10 

 

- Management panel: Custom 

 

- DDoS protection: Sure 

 

- RAM: 768 MB 

 

- Mods allowed: Sure 

 

- Prompt setup: Sure 

 

 

ScalaCube presents hosting services for a couple of video games, however the core of their

enterprise revolves around Minecraft.
 

Along with letting you host your favorite version of the sport, it's also possible to create your

personal custom Minecraft launcher. Such a launcher can, as an example, load your

favourite mods on startup and invite players to hitch the server by the launcher.
 

ScalaCube supports more than one thousand mods (with a simple one-click on install) and in

addition offers you a pre-installed web site and discussion board alongside your server.
 

There are 4 server locations out there: in North America, Australia, and two in Europe.
 

The costs at ScalaCube start from $2.50 for the primary month and $5 after that. For that

price, you get 768MB of RAM, 10GB of disk space, and 10 participant slots. A pre-installed

website and discussion board come included.
 

This makes it an fascinating cheap answer for novices, however scaling to 100 players or

more gets costly fast ($36 from the second month).



 

Visit ScalaCube to learn more
 

5. GGServers
 

- Value: from $3/month 

 

- Free trial: No 

 

- Gamers: 12 

 

- Management panel: Multicraft 

 

- DDoS safety: Sure 

 

- RAM: 1 GB 

 

- Mods allowed: Yes 

 

- On the spot setup: Sure 

 

 

GGServers is another great company with a long tradition of reliable Minecraft server

hosting. They’ve been in the market since 2013, and their 4+ Trustpilot rating is proof that

they can meet their users’ wants very properly.
 

Their servers support each Java and Bedrock editions of Minecraft, you get to use a custom-

made Multicraft management panel, and get one-click on installs of modpacks and plugins.

All fashionable modpacks and server types are supported. You may create worlds with set

difficulty, level kind, sport mode, and other parameters when launching your sport.
 

There are nine world server places to select from: in the US, Canada, Europe, Singapore,

and Australia.
 

GGServers internet hosting begins from $3 a month for what they name “standard” servers,

and $6 a month for “premium” servers.
 

Commonplace plans offer you barely decrease server hardware parameters compared to the

premium plans. Each permit 12 participant slots on the entry-level, and scale from there.
 

General, it’s not that clear what the benefit of the premium plans is in observe, so most users

will in all probability go with the usual.
 

Visit GGServers to learn more
 



6. Server.pro
 

- Value: from $0/month 

 

- Free trial: free plan 

 

- Gamers: 10 

 

- Control panel: n/a 

 

- DDoS safety: Sure 

 

- RAM: 1 GB 

 

- Mods allowed: Not on the free plan 

 

- Prompt setup: Not on the free plan 

 

 

Server.pro is the primary Minecraft server hosting on this checklist that gives a free plan!

However this doesn’t mean that it lacks in options compared to the competition.
 

Server.professional is able to running Minecraft and Minecraft Bedrock, you get powerful

hosting hardware (with NVMe drives, modern CPUs), backups, instantaneous setup, file

entry, and firewalls (not all these options can be found on the free plan although).
 

This Minecraft server hosting additionally supports mods, plugins, and customized JAR

recordsdata. Depending on the plan you select, you get to welcome from 10 to a limiteless

number of gamers.
 

As talked about, Server.pro gives a free plan. As a part of it, you get 1 GB of RAM, normal

DDoS protection, file access, 10 player slots, and 10 plugin installs. You cannot,

nonetheless, use mods, customized JARs, you don’t get prompt setup, every day backups,

and also you can’t remove Server.pro’s adverts out of your server.
 

The entry-degree paid plan is $5 a month. For that value, you get 2 GB of RAM, immediate

setups, ad-free experience, backups, limitless participant slots, plugins installed, assist for

modpacks in addition to custom JAR recordsdata.
 

Go to Server.professional to be taught extra
 

7. BisectHosting
 

- Price: from $2.99/month 



 

- Free trial: No 

 

- Gamers: 12 

 

- Management panel: Multicraft 

 

- DDoS protection: Yes 

 

- RAM: 1 GB 

 

- Mods allowed: Yes 

 

- Instant setup: Yes 

 

 

BisectHosting will be a fantastic choice, especially if you want to customise your Minecraft

server hosting to fit your wants 100%.
 

This host has a signup wizard that takes you by the hand and helps pick and configure a plan

that’s right for you. It first asks in regards to the version of the game that you want to run

(helps Java and Bedrock), then in regards to the variety of gamers that the server wants to

be able to handle at the same time. Lastly, it lists some premium upgrades that you may

want. Ultimately, you’ll get a specific setup urged. You can both take it or decide something

off the shelf.
 

Characteristic-clever, BisectHosting has all the things you’d anticipate from a good Minecraft

server hosting. There’s immediate setup, DDoS safety, mods and customized JARs, and so

on. Bengawan Additionally, there are sixteen server areas to select from. Nonetheless, some

of them usually are not going to be available for certain variations of the sport.
 

The prices at BisectHosting begin from $2.99 a month (paid month-to-month). Paying

quarterly is 10% off, semi-annually is 12.5% off, and yearly is 15% off.
 

For that worth, you get 1 GB of RAM, NVMe drives, and 12 participant slots.
 

Day by day backups are from $0.Ninety nine a month, and devoted IPs are from $2.99 a

month.
 

BisectHosting offers many hosting tiers, which let you grow your server with out having to

vary hosts.
 

Visit BisectHosting to learn extra
 

https://bengawan.org/


8. Shockbyte
 

- Price: from $2.50/month 

 

- Free trial: No 

 

- Gamers: 8+ 

 

- Management panel: Multicraft 

 

- DDoS protection: Yes 

 

- RAM: 1 GB 

 

- Mods allowed: Sure 

 

- Instant setup: Sure 

 

 

Shockbyte is one in every of the better-known hosts within the Minecraft house, and not

without reason. They’re very skilled with game internet hosting - been available in the market

since 2013 and providing setups for plenty of video games.
 

For Minecraft, they help Java and Bedrock game variations (with a model switcher), provide

on the spot setup, all modpacks, customized JARs, DDoS protection, 24/7 help workforce,

limitless NVMe SSD storage and bandwidth, and even full FTP entry when you need it.
 

There are multiple server areas to choose from: in North America, Europe, and Asia.
 

Shockbyte gives its servers from $2.50 a month, which is a really affordable value!
 

You get a server either in North America or Europe. Servers in Asia start from $5 a month.
 

You additionally get 1 GB of RAM, DDoS protection, limitless bandwidth, NVMe SSD disk

space, and 8+ participant slots.
 

Devoted IPs are $5 a month, and there’s additionally a $15-a-month “server management”

upgrade the place Shockbyte installs and configures everything for you (plugins, mods,

JARs).
 

Aside from the most affordable one, Shockbyte has a pleasant range of internet hosting tiers

to select from relying on the server energy that you just want. There are also plans with

unlimited slots obtainable.
 

Visit Shockbyte to be taught more



 

Ready to pick Your Very best Minecraft Server Hosting Supplier?
 

To make your selection a bit simpler, we’ve compiled this fast comparability desk,

highlighting the important thing parameters of every host:
 

Do you could have any questions on any of these Minecraft server hosting platforms? Tell us

within the comments beneath.


